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I feel soul less. The fatigue, heavy numbing fog 

I feel exhausted and overwhelmed before I begin. 

Winding up for a day I'm not even sure I want to be doing to begin with this. 

Faithlessly meandering through an ambiguous why. 

I’m on the brink of tears trudging through my to do list ever more panicked that I won't show up 

and actualize living the same ground hog day of wheel spinning distraction avoiding that which 

I'm most afraid of. 

 I have so much to do and the focus isn't there. 

I stuff myself with chocolate and impulse buys throwing darts at the board hoping for solutions. 

I seek stimulation afraid to rest. 

Terrified to slow down long enough to face whatever has kept me sprinting in a socially 

acceptable path for decades now. 

I'm doing enough, possibly too much with no sign of giving myself credit. 

I fall into the global comparison of social media PR campaigns knowing logically they aren't real 

but suffering the pang of both participating and being pained by all I am not and can not do at 

the same time. 

I want to melt into a puddle of tears and long naps between the cracks in the floorboard 

desperate to be held and told it will be all right. 

Even more desperate to know I will always be alright because I can always count on myself to 

show up. 

I squeeze massages and various therapies in my attempt to get rest points. 

I hope some of these will negate the constant anxious spinning my mind's default setting is tuned 

to. 
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I want to function, want to focus, want to feel ok. 

It's a pain that's unacceptable to share and who's off switch remains hidden 

Where is the inspirational quote, the words of a wise mentor, the missing amino acids, or the 

reset button? 

The shiniest most ambitious of my friends every now and then break down and admit they 

understand. They are also treading like a duck beneath the water questioning their strength to 

go on. 

Pushing through our to do lists with ambiguous goals, gender roles, and endless societal 

expectations. 

We're tired. We don't know how to win. And we're not sure why we still try. 

Depression gets in the way of our ability to function, our experience on this planet,and our 

happiness. It can be brutal, but we’re not alone and there are solutions. 

 

Depression has many faces- and they all suck.  

Here is a glimpse at the different origins of our current funk: 

1. Chronic stress spiking our cortisol, harming digestion and absorption of vital nutrients. 

Stress leads to so many negative problems that have the symptoms of depression. 

2. High Inflammation from legal toxins in our food and environment throw off our bodies' 

ability to make feel good hormones and brain chemicals. We see down stream 

Autoimmune disease & mental illness taking hold of more people as a result.  

3. Fatigue and improper rest leaves us filled with the oxidative stress of yesterday and the 

accumulation of stimulation related amyloid plaque in the brain. It's no wonder 

Alzheimer's is on the rise. The cleanup crew doesn't get let in as "you can sleep when 

you're dead" coffee mugs litter our cultural value.  

4. Depression can be something that is epigenetically passed down. It's being shown that 

toxins our grandparents were exposed to have left methyl marks / dings on certain genes 

that if dinged enough, can flip a switch making us more prone to all sorts of things - 

including depression. 
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5. We can take on the spiritual heaviness of our parents and ancestors abuse patterns as 

they reenact their experiences on us trying to make sense of the trauma they faced. 

6. Early experiences grow and strengthen certain neural structures leaving brain patterns 

that leave us stimulation seeking, unable to focus, neurotically ruminating on possible 

threats, and the like. 

7. Depression can also be the brain's attempt to slow us down to reduce further 

inflammation and let in the clean up crew to move out toxins and get the body back to 

homeostasis. It's in these cases that rest is best. 

But it can be tricky to know when to rest and when to defy the improper wiring of our brain and 

push through. Without an expert making sense of our madness, we're left to feel overwhelmed, 

alone, sad, and unsure of the next best step. 

  

The problem with the Depression conversation is two fold: 

1. There is still a debate on whether depression is a disease versus a symptom of other diseases. 

This creates a bottleneck in finding proper treatment. People stop here to argue instead of 

acknowledging that it can be a genetically prone or circumstantially induced experience - and 

there are still things we can do to alleviate the debilitating pain regardless of its category.  

Stigma builds and the conversation is stunted as people hide their "fake disease" that's "all in the 

head" or just a "spiritual dilemma." Depression is a condition of many origins with multiple puzzle 

pieces of potential solutions and it doesn’t need to be categorized to be healed.  

The truth it is likely a variety of sources including a genetic inclination, chemical imbalance from 

poor nutritional absorption, toxins inflaming the body, a possible soul/ identity dilemma, 

emotional struggle from early abuse... Many of these things can also turn on other negative gene 

switches, prompt coping emotional eating that leads to other “diseases” like diabetes, high blood 

pressure, and cancer.  

The body affects the brain and the brain affects the body so it almost doesn’t matter where it 

stems from. If we heal either, both benefit. 
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2. The second problem with the depression conversation is where we start looking for solutions. 

Bandaiding the end result doesn’t help us stop the source. A pain killer won’t heal the injury, 

only numb our signaling system.  

Unfortunately, in our lucrative pharmaceutical culture, we seem to start there - and that’s a 

problem. It makes us dependent on band aid pills with their own downsides that actually hide 

the cause. We only treat the end of the conversion methyl pathway with the drugs available. This 

doesn't address 95% of people's problem on what triggered the depression.  

Even if it makes the overall experience a bit better temporarily in some cases, the brain 

dependence, reduced joy, changed perspective, altered sexual desire, weight gain, and numbing 

make the current pills available a last ditch effort, not a first line of defense. Marketing them as 

a cure for a “random genetic disease” takes the power away from us to find our actual solution. 

 

“We wouldn’t opt to take a pain reliever for a shard of glass in our foot over 

removing the glass.”  

 

This is especially true when looking at how we aren't even testing to see which of the 

neurotransmitters (serotonin, dopamine, or GABA) we should be treating - and upping one 

neurotransmitter lowers the others a bit which may actually make the situation worse if the 

wrong neurotransmitter is being chemically altered. 

I look forward to the development of a pill that helps with other leading reasons for depression 

in addition to the reuptake mechanisms on the synapse. A pill that reduces inflammation would 

likely be more effective at reducing depression symptoms than just having whatever 

neurotransmitter amounts that did get made, stay a bit longer on the brain. Throwing darts in 

the dark when dealing with major brain chemicals is super risky. And with these drugs being so 

addictive, we really should start elsewhere. 

As it stands now, we are effectively blocking the exits of a freeway - which isn't even always the 

right freeway- to keep cars on the road a bit longer. That's great, if we're making enough cars to 

begin with AND if we're okay with the brain's aftershock reaction of reducing its own production 

of cars now that the exits are blocked and it's programmed to prevent overcrowding.  
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The brain is weary of too much stimulation and the toll it takes on our joy and reward 

neurotransmitters so it pulls these receptors back to de-incentivize too much production. So 

masking the problem by giving the brain false serotonin or dopamine can have the unfortunate 

reaction of the brain reducing further it’s natural neurotransmitter amounts trying to incentivize 

rest, detox, and repair of the real problem. In this view, depression is the brain’s way to get us to 

rest, clear, and heal. 

Because our current medications only deal with reuptake (exit blocking) to keep the 

neurotransmitter on the brain synapse a bit longer, we're missing a golden opportunity to 

actually address the inflammation problem that is blocking us from making enough cars.  

It’s stopping us from finding the best feel good lifestyle to not release our happy juice all at once 

onto the freeway leaving nothing for the next round of driving. In our fast paced world with lots 

of stimulation, expectation, and “sleep when you’re dead devaluation of rest, it’s really hard to 

see slowing down as winning. Our ego driven marketing culture needs us to believe that “rest is 

for the weak” so they can sell us some solution to keep pushing, conquering, and “winning.” Yuck. 

 

The first metaphor of not making enough cars (happy chemicals) deals with not having: 

1. Access to nutrient rich food (GMO pesticides & toxins)(depleted soil) 

2. Ability to absorb this nutrient rich food (leaky gut)(high stress IBS)(toxins) 

3. Able to convert the B vitamins or use the enzymes necessary to turn amino acids into 

happy brain neurotransmitters due to a deficiency in our ability to turn B vitamins into 

MTHFR (converted active B). This is often a genetic predisposition but can be a 

malfunction from exposure to toxins. 

4. Toxins messing with the body systems communicating, metabolism, repair systems 

(plastics, food) 

The second metaphor of releasing all of our cars on the freeway at once references to over 

stimulation and the overuse of our happy chemicals. This over stimulation is attributed to 

expectation of instant gratification and a capitalist culture of more. Even healthy brains are going 

rogue as people over stimulate their neurotransmitters asking them to constantly release their 

reserves. 

Lack of sleep plays a role too as the receptors aren't able to restore and the toxins are swept out 

of the brain by the cleanup crews before the oxidizing inflammatory start of the next day’s to do 
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list. Our culture of comparison keeps us manically moving along doing more than we were 

designed and depleting ourselves as a result.  

This gets magnified if we already have a history of genetic pronation to depression, a history of 

trauma and stress that has formed our brain pathways, or how we see worth attached to ‘doing’. 

If we don’t believe we are allowed to rest because we are “always behind” in our pursuit to be 

good enough, we won’t rest and our depression will get worse or turned on. 

We are tired, depleted, and toxic. And our Happiness is suffering because of it. 

Our current culture of solving energy issues with caffeine and amphetamines instead of clearing 

toxins away from our brain, thyroid, and cellular mitochondria is the same one prescribing pills 

to keep our depleted brain’s happy chemicals around a little longer.  

This allows us to pretend the problem of low reserves or toxic burden is solved. We temporarily 

feel better if they guessed right on which neurotransmitter to prescribe for in the first place.  

 We're tired and tapped out, programmed to be mean to ourselves thanks to abusive childhoods 

and a culture of stress and photo-shopped comparison. We are playing an un-winnable game. 

Depression is our brain's way of showing it is tired of playing and no longer is thinks winning 

possible. 

Let’s sweat and flush out the toxins, circulate the oxygen and nutrients, spread love and choose 

connection, refute mean thoughts and choose to try anyway, and accept that we deserve to enjoy 

this experience.  

Depression is real and comes from a variety of mind, body, soul, and environmental factors. 

Reach inside and see if one or two of these don't rise up asking to be addressed first. As you read, 

notice if one doesn’t leap out off the page at you. Your body is wise and you can heal. 

This protocol is going to tackle several spokes on the wheel of depression all at the same time. 

We'll detox out toxins, while getting the body more nutrients. We’ll heal leaky gut along the way 

if that's why your body isn't absorbing the good food you're choosing.  

We'll teach you how to eat and supplement well and why our current food supply is tainted to 

get a few people very rich. We'll stop the sugar blues and stop turning to coping mechanism that 

are making us worse.  

We'll tackle mean thoughts and early beliefs that don't serve us and were frankly inappropriate 

to put on our plate to begin with. We'll focus on and document all that you do right retraining 

our brain to give credit rather than seek problems. We'll work on forgiving and loving ourselves 

and others.  
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We'll cover the magic of oxygen and how breathing techniques can boost the brain. Meditation 

has all sorts of anti-depression science behind it and you can get yours sitting or moving.  

We'll lay out morning rituals that get the body and brain primed to feel good. We've discovered 

and tried brain boosting supplements, straight to the bloodstream IV therapies, movement 

therapies that work, and why resting and sweating it out in a sauna may be the best thing we can 

"do" to feel better. 

So be gentle with yourself. Know the depleting factor will likely get addressed through one of 

these spokes on the wheel of depression. 

Let's get back to feeling good. 
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"Depression involves lifestyle and environment. Genes play a part but so do 

behavior, beliefs, and how a person reacts to everyday experiences. (We are) 

storing genetic reactions of personal experiences and memories, leading to 

constantly shifting activities of your genes."  

That doesn’t mean we aren’t more predisposed to having depression be a symptom of problems 

in our body and mind. Like any other predisposition, dings on certain methyl pathways can turn 

switches on or off. And certain people need less dings to flip a switch. 

"A massive effort to uncover the genes involved in depression has largely 

failed." 

Many happiness researchers agree that we have a happiness set point. A base level that we 

return to whether we win the lottery or go through a debilitating accident. When they were 

pretty certain they had the brain mapped, scientist said that’s 60% max was affected by genetics 

and that 40% were up to lifestyle choices and ability to manage ruminating thoughts. 

It's looking more and more like lifestyle changes in sleep, exercise, and diet combined with 

reframing / healing negative thoughts from early traumatic experiences are likely switching any 

predisposition on or off.  

Let's stop giving ourselves the overly sugared, sleep deprived, sit still blues. We don’t need to do 

more to be good enough.  
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The mental component appears to be influenced by childhood, learned behavior, core beliefs, 

and opinion about oneself. The physical component appears to be wired neural pathways in the 

brain and less active areas of the brain for reasons yet to be understood fully,  

With so many parts of the brain involved and messaging coming from so many areas including 

diet, thoughts, oxygen level, which breathing muscles are used, active vs inactive muscles, body 

language, environmental stimuli, there's so many possible things to check. Overall lowering 

inflammatory thinking, speaking, and eating while increasing self love and self care appears to 

drastically help. Lets look at these spokes on the wheel of happiness closer. 

 

1. Happy foods vs. sad foods 

Diet & Depression: 

Brain: -1/3 of dementia cases are linked to mineral deficiencies or poor diet 

Omega 3s have been linked to alleviated depression and improving overall brain function. "Low 

levels of Omega-3 fatty acid have been associated with depression, anxiety, obesity, ADD, suicide, 

and an increased risk for Alzheimer's and dementia." - Dr. Amen Use your Brain to change your 

age. 

People in Japan are reported to have the lowest rate of depression and are also one of the highest 

consumers of fish. North Americans are exactly reverse topping the depression charts and 

consuming low amounts of fish. Between toxins, high sugar, GMO food, low Omega 3 

consumption, and a sedentary indoor culture low in D, it's no wonder the US is struggling with 

mental illness and low mood.  

http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/barleans/ultra-high-key-lime-omega-swirl-16oz-ba163/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
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HAPPY FOODS: Leafy Greens, Vitamin B, Eggs, Walnuts, and Goji berries are all full of the feel 

good stuff. Filtered Water, Berries, flaxseeds, cruciferous vegetables, Omega 3 filled wild caught 

fish like salmon and sardines are amazing too. These foods have the right building blocks, don’t 

upset our stomachs or burrow holes in our intestines, come with their own break down magical 

enzymes, and can be recognized by the body. 

 

Happy/ Low Inflammation diet: 

 Prebiotic Fiber (good bacteria food),  

 Dark leafy greens,  

 Probiotic rich fermented foods,  

 Omega 3 fatty fish (not on the heavy metals list) and flaxseed oil,  

 Reducing or avoiding antibiotics, 

 Low sugar,  

 Berries, tree nuts (almonds and walnuts), seeds (chia, hemp, sunflower, pumpkin, flax), 

GMO & wheat free whole grains, tempeh (check soy source for pesticides), 
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 Mycoprotein (mushrooms/fungi),  

 Peppers, tomatoes (some people have an inflammatory joint response response to 

peppers & tomatoes in the nightshade family),  

 Beets, tart cherries, ginger, turmeric, garlic, black pepper, olive oil (uncooked),  

 Cacao & dark chocolate,  

 Basil, cruciferous vegetables,  

 Avocado,  

 Curry powder (turmeric & curcumin),  

 Carrots, organic turkey, turnips, zucchini, cucumber, hot sauce.  

 

SAD FOODS: Processed foods, fried foods, and Genetically modified FrankenFoods are often full 

of toxins in the forms of pesticides, rancid oils, and chemicals. These toxins can absolutely launch 

us into depressive states raising our inflammation and sending the bodies B vitamins and happy 

building blocks to war against these stressful toxins. 

 

Be very careful around starchy carbohydrates as they not only spike the blood sugar but also feed 

the bad gut bacteria that crowds out the crucial good bacteria. And the gut brain connection is 

so intimately connected, most of the body brain info traveling back and forth is between these 

two chatter boxes! Refer back to the detail in the free the fat slimming system in the sugar and 

gut microbiome section. 
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Dr Amen’s warns against High Inflammation Diet that include: 

Poorly sourced meat, meat without the Omega3 fish to balance, trans fats, white bread and rice, 

fried anything in bad oils, sugary sodas, white sugar and corn syrup, Omega 6 fatty acids, MSG, 

or starchy carbs especially Gluten. 

 

I used to struggle deeply with depression. Lowering my sugar and alcohol consumption, tripling 

my fish intake, more nutrient and fiber rich leafy greens, and drinking lots of vitamin C enriched 

water and tea has made a drastic difference. 2x / week detoxing cardio exercise has made a huge 

difference as well. Still working on my sleep and feel truly dynamite when I'm diligent about this 

one too. When my GI tract is inflamed from a party weekend or harsh foods, I’ll opt for IV vitamin 

injections to get the good stuff straight to my bloodstream. 

 

2. Problems with absorption & conversion 

It’s rather unfair that we can eat damn near perfectly and not get the benefits. Toxins are such 

buggers that way. The nutrient grabbing arms called villi inside the intestinal wall get damaged 

with processed foods harming their ability to grab nutrients and get them across the wall into 

the bloodstream.  

Assuming we are eating enough building blocks amino acids and absorbing them properly, there’s 

still another step to consider: conversion. Vitamin B that’s made it’s way into the body for use 

may hit a wall when it’s time to be converted into a usable form. Many people have problems 

converting thanks to a faulty MTHFR gene. This means that the unconverted form can build up 

while there’s not enough of the usable form to get the job done. Yikes 

And what about theft? The body uses B vitamins for both stress buffer “soldiers” AND conversion 

helping “mechanics” to build happy chemicals. Check out #4 where we cover theft by stress. 
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3. Leaky Gut & opting for IV vitamin therapy 

Eat right > Absorb properly > Convert > Use to build happy Chemicals 

So back to the absorption portion. In addition to villi (nutrient transporters) getting damaged 

from toxins, we have the problem of Leaky Gut. This problem leads to nutrients not getting 

absorbed properly thanks to holes burrowed between the cells of the intestinal wall.  

Nutrients slip right through before being broken down to absorbable sizes and these foods 

becoming a mistaken identity allergen due to their unrecognizably large size. Eggs and 

blueberries are now seen as foreign invaders like viruses to be attacked.  

Meanwhile, toxins sneak into the body through these same leaky gut gaps letting them run amok. 

The more toxins present, the higher the inflammation, the more ramped up and trigger happy 

our immune system is, the higher the likelihood of developing a food allergy from the particles 

that made it past the wall or even an autoimmune disease. 

Leaky Gut is the non clinical term for the cement between the “bricks” in our intestinal cell wall 

getting loosened by crap food and chemical toxins allowing a leakage of bigger particles into the 

blood that the body doesn’t recognize.  

Not only do we then have toxins making their way straight into our bloodstream instead of 

filtered into the toilet, we have our favorite foods getting past the guard too soon in bigg amino 

acid form instead of little peptide form. The body doesn’t recognize it, the immune system forms 

an attack against this “invader”. Cue the raised inflammation that leads to weight retention, 

anger, and exhaustion as well as the possible new food allergy to this “invader” that used to be 

our favorite foods. 

So healing past damages through clean eating, L-Glutamine and bone broth supplementation 

become vital. When we can’t absorb properly through our intestinal wall, it becomes important 

to get the building blocks somewhere. And that’s where IV vitamin therapy or Vitamin B injections 

come in. They can save our mood when we are depleted and add the double depression reverser 

of hydration. 
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Leaky Gut Healing Supplements 

1. Probiotics: 50 billion IU daily supplement (they line your gut & protect you from toxins 

and invaders) & they create enzymes & even vitamin B12 / K, fat butyric acid. Fermented 

foods like sauerkraut and kimchee have naturally occurring probiotic good bacteria. If 

you’re 100% sure you’re ok with dairy, greek yogurt or kefir from hormone free goats is 

good too.  

2. Digestive Enzymes: helps break down food and gluten, gives your gut a rest (w unhealthy 

meals meat & starches together - esp an unhealthy meal) 

3. Stress Gut (adrenal Fatigue)- take adaptogenic herbs… ginseng (helps nourish spleen & 

hold food together), ashwagandha (support adrenals & thyroid), licorice (supports 

stomach) 

4. L-Glutamine- lines your small intestine (bandaid)- gives building blocks to start to heal and 

repair… need proline and glutamine. 

 

4. B Vitamins - stolen by stress 

The body uses B vitamins for both stress buffer “soldiers” AND conversion helping “mechanics” 

to build happy chemicals. If stress is stealing our mechanics and sending them off to war, there’s 

no one to stick around to build to the happy cars to put on the road.  

Cue depression from nutrient deficiency and stress. Stress on the body includes alcohol drinking, 

not enough sleep, toxins, fighting with loved ones, pressures at work… If it spikes cortisol, you’re 

using up Bs.  

Hence why detox, rest, and B supplementation is a variety of absorbable and convertible forms 

are important. If you test your MTHFR gene and it comes up faulty, you’ll want to take your Bs in 

methylated form. This is something to get tested for though and not try yourself at home. Dosing 

of Methylated B is important. 
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The B Vitamins are involved in everything: APPETITE REGULATION, 

METABOLISM, NERVE, & ENZYME FUNCTION, CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH, 

ENERGY PRODUCTION, & SKIN BEAUTY. 
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5. Enzymes the magic converters 

Enzymes are made of amino acids and make the magic happen! They start all sorts of processes 

in our body. Our body needs enzymes! Leafy greens have lots of enzymes in them and thankfully 

we can take enzymes in pill form with our meals. Without enzymes present, food doesn’t get 

broken down appropriately and all sorts of magic reactions in the body don’t happen. 

 

 

 

6. Probiotics 

The gut is a major player in depression. Keeping the good bacteria at the right numbers and not 

feeding the overgrowth of the bad bacteria through sugar consumption is a tricky balance with 

modern day living.  

There's a huge gut / brain connection that ties anxiety and other mood disorders to the health of 

our microbiome. With so many of us eating for reasons outside of hunger, this becomes quite an 

important finding.  

"The gut harbors 100 million neurons, more than the spinal cord, and produces 95% of the body's 

serotonin" - the body' anti depression brain chemical. Even the vagus nerve, the longest of the 

12 major nerve connectors of the brain to the body ends in the stomach. It’s responsible for 

calming the various organs down. 80% of all the sensory information that reaches the brain is 

transmitted via the vagus nerve and 90% of that info is gut to brain.  

Our gut health hugely affects our mood.  

http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/digestive-enzymes-ultra-w-hcl-90-caps-p14548/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
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How happy the gut is may be the #1 indicator for happy happy the brain will be. This is an 

important spoke on the wheel to pay attention to. Stress, alcohol, bad foods all annihilate our 

good bacteria while the modern day western diet feeds the bad bacteria. Cue yeast overgrowth, 

Candida, Sibo, and other yucky mood and decision altering foreign invaders making their home 

in your gut. And they love dessert! 

 

This is a 2 part solution.  

1. Reduce the food to the bad bacteria = less sugar and starchy carbohydrates. 

2. Send in more good soldiers / bacteria = probiotic supplementation and fermented foods 

like sauerkraut, greek yogurt, kimchi, and pickles. 

 

7. Essential Vitamins, Minerals. 

There are too many to name here but fortunately everything you need is found in colorful veggies 

with emphasis on leafy greens, eggs, fish, and well sourced meat. When you’re feeling super lazy 

and it all feels like too much info, opt for a salmon salad, avocado, or stick greens in a blender for 

a shot of feel good fluid and fiber. 

 

Calming Magnesium is involved in so many body processes and so many adults are low. Epsom 

Salt Baths have triple benefit. They are full of magnesium, relaxing and meditative, and the hot 

water burns off oxidative stress. Magnesium supplements, spinach, and dark chocolate all refill 

this calming mineral. Magnesium is also a coenzyme helping many enzymes perform the 1000s 

of magical processes they make happen in the body. 

Potassium- handles anxiety and stress, as well as electrolytic functions, enhanced muscle 

strength, metabolism, water balance, and nervous system. It’s also tied to heart health. Foods 

high in potassium include superfood avocados, fresh fruits like bananas / oranges / strawberries, 

spinach, beans & peas, dried prunes / dates / apricots / raisins. Tomatoes are a great source of 

potassium & have fabulous lycopene. 

http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/klaire-labs/ther-biotic-complete-60-vegcap-ther4/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
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Sodium to Potassium blend should be 2:1 in the body. Both are important. These 2 regulate inside 

vs outside the cell and you can imagine how upset the body could get if this balance was off. Opt 

for sea salt over table salt. 

 

1. Supplements 

Supplements & Brain Chemicals: 

B vitamins- take many times a day in small doses so you don’t just pee out your supply. If your 

pee is highlighter color, that’s unused vitamins being filtered out. Your body uses them all day so 

supplement with them, eat leafy greens and egg yolks, and get your injections.  

Vitamin D- super hormone and Mood lifter, D is a wonder vitamin that can affect as many as 

2,000 genes. Many people are low so high daily doses of 5000 IUs are the way to go according to 

our favorite functional medicine Dr. Stephanie Daniel of Functional Medicine SF.  

D is absorbed in the presence of fat so take with food or under the tongue via those olive oil 

dropper combinations. D regulates the absorption of calcium and phosphorus for bones and 

teeth, is essential for normal immune system, heart, and thyroid function. And it’s a mood 

miracle worker. Likely because of its work with thyroid and cellular energy, D keeps us feeling 

energized.  

Amino Acid building blocks: 

 

http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/b-complex-plus-60-vcaps-bco16/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/vital-nutrients/vitamin-d3-2000-iu-90-vcaps-dvit5/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://functionalmedicinesf.com/
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/cognitive-aminos-120-vcaps-cogn6/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
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Amino Acid:Taurine Dosage: up to 3000 mg/d Use: Mental Performance, antioxidant, calming 

thanks to regulation of excitatory amino acid Glutamate. Sources: Meat & Fish 

Amino Acid: Acetyl-L-Carnitine Dosage: 250 mg daily. Use: memory, attention, mental clarity, 

energy & mood support. Keeps Taurine high. Source: hormone antibiotic free red meat. 

Amino Acid: DL- Phenylalanine (becomes Endorphins)- empty stomach am feel good high. 

Converts to tyrosine + mood lifting phenylethylamine. 

Amino Acid L-Tyrosine - Becomes: L-dopa, dopamine, norepinephrine & epinephrine. Dosage: 

500-2000mg before 3pm (1- 3x/d) empty stomach (start lower & build.) Use: mood, motivation, 

& mental clarity. 

Amino Acids 5 HTP & L-TRYPTOPHAN Dosage: 50-150 mg 5htp early eve or 500-1000 mg L-

Tryptophan early eve Use: positive mood, emotional balance, self confidence, go with the flow 

Becomes Serotonin & then Melatonin. 

 

 

 

Glutamine: Amino acid that is a precursor to calming neurotransmitter GABA (gamma-

aminobutyric acid), glutamine is reported to be an anti-anxiety by stabilizing nerve cells by 

decreasing their erratic firing.  

This abundant amino acid that does a host of things including Weight Loss, Fat burn, Recovery, 

Muscle & Bone building, digestion, heal leaky gut, Memory, calming effect for anger, irritability, 

and anxiety, focus, detox, Sugar cravings, balances PH. Sources: Bone Broth, Grass-fed Beef, 

Spirulina, Chinese Cabbage, Asparagus, Broccoli, Wild Salmon, Venison, Turkey, fish, spinach, 

skinless turkey, hormone free chicken & beef. This abundantly used amino acid also helps heal 

holes in the gut. 

http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/cognitive-aminos-120-vcaps-cogn6/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/cognitive-aminos-120-vcaps-cogn6/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/cognitive-aminos-120-vcaps-cogn6/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/cognitive-aminos-120-vcaps-cogn6/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/designs-for-health/neurocalm-60-vcaps-d02869/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
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All of the above Amino Acids are found in our medical grade Mood Boosting blends of Cognitive 

Aminos, Neurothera, & NeuroCalm: The first two are more performance brain and mood 

boosters while NeuroCalm is a relaxed joyful Serotonin boost. 

 

 

 

Calming Amino Acids GABA & L-Theanine. L_Theaine found in green tea keeps brain waves stable 

and calm when in an alert excitatory phase. It’s wonderful add to caffeine to avoid the erratic 

brain wave spikes. GABA is an inhibitory amino acid that quiets excitatory L-Glutamate when it 

gets too anxiously active (not to be confused with awesome building block L-Glutamine). GABA 

calms our anxiety when the brain runs amok. 

Antioxidant vitamins such as C, E, and beta-carotene; minerals such as zinc and selenium; B-

vitamins that aid alcohol metabolism; and herbs said to "cleanse" the liver such as milk thistle, 

dandelion root, and schizandra, might help protect liver cells while ridding our body of poisons. 

http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/cognitive-aminos-120-vcaps-cogn6/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/cognitive-aminos-120-vcaps-cogn6/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/prothera/neurothera-60-tabs-p11007/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/designs-for-health/neurocalm-60-vcaps-d02869/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/designs-for-health/neurocalm-60-vcaps-d02869/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/antioxidant-formula-60-vcaps-ant21/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/antioxidant-formula-60-vcaps-ant21/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/antioxidant-formula-60-vcaps-ant21/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/liver-g-i-detox-60-vcaps-liv33/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
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1. Sources of toxins 

 Sugar & white flour starchy carbs 

 Pesticides 

 Prescription medications 

 Food additives 

 Mold 

 Household Products / plastics 

 Air & water environmental (lead) 

Toxins lurk in prescription medications, food additives, mold, and household products. Most 

toxins, or poisons, reach our bloodstream when we swallow or inhale them. Others pass through 

our skin, while still others are released by dying cells or invading bacteria.  

Stop the toxins: no plastic use, GMO foods or those treated with pesticides, little to no alcohol, 

no coffee from moldy/ pesticide sources. 30 day reset to stop the bleeding as we repair our filters, 

emergency response systems, cortisol and blood sugar levels, food allergies, and leaky gut. 

Many of these toxins pass through the liver -- the body's waste-purification plant -- where they 

are broken down and removed from the blood before they can do their dirty work. When the 

liver is working double-duty to protect you from an onslaught of bad diet and unavoidable toxin 

insults, it could benefit from a little extra help. 

 

2. Why we invite toxins 

1. Coping mechanisms - emotional eating, drinking, partying 

Life is stressful enough without a constant marketing machine advertising a culture of 

comparison 24 hours a day. Our to-do lists are endless, our social and familial obligations keep 

growing, our work pressures are crushing, and we just want a break. And this is when we are 

feeling decent. On days when we are depleted and have to wind up to function at all, it can feel 

like we’ll never catch up or be good enough or succeed. 

http://www.webmd.com/drugs/index-drugs.aspx
http://www.webmd.com/diet/the-truth-about-seven-common-food-additives
http://freethefat.biotrust.com/Shop.asp?p=IC5
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/liver-g-i-detox-60-vcaps-liv33/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
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So we escape. Binge tv watching leading to toxin stagnation through sitting. Alcohol and drugs - 

including sugar, our favorite legal drug. Feel good carbs. We’re trying to release soothing 

serotonin in our brain not realizing these drugs will leave us more depleted than we started with 

the same issues to face when we sober up. 

 

2. Low Self Esteem - think we deserve less 

It’s pretty tough to feel good enough. We’re told daily all the ways we’d feel better and be better 

if we just had this one product. And the prettiest most successful people on the planet are holding 

said product after 3 hrs in hair and makeup and perfect lighting. The images are so constant, we 

start to think that’s the baseline. It’s pretty easy to buy in if we don’t have a support system or 

larger value system in place. Unfair comparison and unhealthy reality tv cultural values and we 

end up in the dumps. 

 

3. Unknowing - think we’re eating healthy… 

This one gets me so mad. Thanks to food suppliers greasing the right political palms, harmful 

ingredients are allowed to be named something cryptic on the backs of food packaging and GMOs 

don’t need to be labeled at all. You could be really trying to feed your family well and have sugar 

by 14 names squeezed in quietly.  

Or B vitamin rich fibrous “whole wheat” that used to be healthy until somehow legal toxic 

practices made it a poisonous franken-seed version of itself. When grown in the USA, wheat has 

too much gluten due to early pesticide spray and cut practices to yield a bigger bundle not to 

mention the pesticide glyphosate built directly into the GMO seed!!!  

Whether it’s the Gluten that looks like the thyroid hormone, so heaven forbid the body strikes 

up an immune reaction against it and then attacks the energy, metabolism, and happiness 

regulating thyroid thanks to your new Hashimoto's autoimmune disease -- or the glyphosate 

pesticide grown from within spiking systemwide inflammation, US wheat is no longer the 

wonderful source of B vitamins it should be.  

And that’s the kind of unfair covert toxins we shouldn’t have to deal with in our attempts to eat 

healthy. My burgers are now wrapped in lettuce instead of a bun and it’s almost as good with no 

ill mood after shock of blood sugar spiking starchy carbs chalk full of toxins. 

Unless you’re going to special bakeries, baking it yourself at home, or importing it from Europe, 

bread in the US is off the feel good food list. Sourdough appears to have the least gluten but the 
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source of the seed matters for pesticide presence. Gluten’s effect on mood for those that do have 

a sensitivity, makes it a good 1st thing to ditch anyway on a feel good diet. 

 

3. How toxins work in the body 

1. Thyroid Alarm Bell 

Our thyroid is the canary in the coal mine. It’s job is to assess the resource and toxin levels to 

decide which environments are safe and abundant enough to frolic in. If food and environment 

pass the thyroid’s checklist, it releases thyroid hormone to dole our cellular energy.  

If it doesn’t, the thyroid puts us in hibernation mode slowing our metabolism, killing the energy 

switch, lowering our mood so we won’t be motivated to go expend limited resources or frolic in 

a toxic environment. 

Western thyroid issue management usually involves some form of putting an oxygen mask on 

the screaming thyroid when it starts sending the alarm bell. Like pharmaceutical anti-

depressants, that’s great if you’re trying to power through and sprint to the finish line thanks to 

fake thyroid hormone. But in the marathon of life, oxygen masking the canary, leaves the miners 

to die in the rising toxins never addressing why the alarm bell was going off to begin with. 

 

2. Overactive Immune System = high inflammation 

When these toxins hit our system in all their various forms, the body goes into protection mode 

launching an immune response. Like the military, the immune system has different arms to it 

with different general vs special ops jobs. Some branches of the immune system, like the T cells 

that originate in the bone marrow and go through training and refinement in the thymus can be 

a bit trigger happy. These guys are more than happy to go shoot things up that come uninvited 

into their backyards. 

The problem with this is that the more inflammatory actions, invaders, and toxins that trigger the 

immune system, the greater the chance it will go into a frenzy and get used to being in attack 

mode -- resulting in attacking it’s own body. These are autoimmune diseases like MS, rheumatoid 

arthritis, hashimoto's, and some even say depression. When inflammation rises, resources are 

stolen to combat the invaders and feel good chemicals don’t get made. It’s not a priority to throw 

a party when you’re going to war. 
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That’s why toxins, past emotional baggage, anger, and negativity can be so damaging to our fight 

to feel good. The immune system listens to the mind, the gut, and the thyroid. And it attacks 

accordingly. 

 

4. Detoxing 

1. Sweat - spa, sauna, exercise 

We can only detox through sweat, exhale, lymph, pee, & poo - so we want these filters working. 

Hopping in a sauna to enjoy the benefits of oxidative stress burning heat therapy along with all 

of that sweat taking out the toxins is such an effective detox tool. Get the best skin of your life 

while moving toxins out through the largest organ in your body. If you choose medium intensity 

exercise, you also get the benefit of feel good endorphins and detox lymphatic movement that 

helps the lymph system move out toxins. 

 

2. Flushing with water 

Dehydration is the 3rd leading reason for depression. We are such a huge percentage of water 

and air and yet we forget to deeply breath and rehydrate. Not only does water give our cells the 

water they need to do many important processes, it flushes out toxins and keeps the blood 

moving and kidneys able to filter the blood so bad stuff doesn’t build up. 

Add lemon / Vitamin C to your water support antioxidant toxin flushing, adrenal support, and 

anti-aging. Collagen needs vitamin C present to build. Vitamin C also supports the Liver and all of 

it’s vital filtering and fat breakdown bile activities. 

 

3. Exercise- (Lymphatic movement)- dancing, jumping, shaking  

Exercise is a powerful detox agent helping the lymph system move out toxins. It offers feel good 

endorphins and access to sweat detoxing through the skin. It’s a triple whammy hitting multiple 

spokes on the depression wheel. If you haven’t pinpointed which spokes are causing your 

depression, start with exercise. 

Exercise has been proven to be as effective as an antidepressant with none of the bad side effects 

PLUS the good side effects of improving sleep and potentially bring back sex drive. "Even if you 

http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/hairskinnails-ultra-60-vcaps-p13572/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/hairskinnails-ultra-60-vcaps-p13572/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/collagen-js-60-caps-col44/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
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take antidepressants for severe depression, exercise can help boost the effects."- Dr. Amen, 

Change your Brain. 

Dancing has a triple threat against depression. Dancing requires extreme focus or "mindfulness 

exposing the brain to the benefits of meditation. It also is a connecting communal activity gifting 

us with the uplifting benefits of relationships. Lastly, it's an endorphin releasing, oxygen 

transporting activity that moves the hips in a soothing rhythmic movement the brain finds quite 

pleasing. In a tango study done in Germany, dancers had lower levels of cortisol and higher levels 

of testosterone and reported feeling sexier and more relaxed. 

Getting the benefits of community, movement, focus on the present, and deep breathing makes 

moving with friends a huge sword against depression. Meeting friends to workout, hike, or dance 

allows us to keep up our social life without the previous happy hour alcohol and with more time 

going to exercise. Cue the catch up walks and dance floors on fire. 

 

4. Specific herbs, vegetables, cleanses 

Saffron and St. John’s Wort are acclaimed natural antidepressants.  

Parsley and Cilantro have chelating properties that help cling onto and pull out heavy metals from 

the body. Add them to your smoothies, salads, and salsas. 

The essential oil smell of peppermint, eucalyptus, clary sage, and frankincense are all uplifting 

and linked to happier mood.  

Leaf greens have a magical way of having an alkalizing effect on the body while detoxing thanks 

to their fiber and providing many nutrients the body needs to feel happy and balanced. They are 

superfood for mood. 

While we love the nutrient benefits of juice cleanses, if your depression is coupled with weight 

gain, it may be your body storing toxins. And if that’s the case, juicing and releasing toxins to 

wreak havoc on the body again will only create more feel yucky moments while requiring your 

body to recruit more fat cells to store those toxins in the second go round. Metagenics makes a 

good chelating cleanse to convert toxins from their fat soluble state to a water soluble one you 

can sweat and pee out. 
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5. Antioxidants 

Ah, magical antioxidants. When free radicals from our overstimulated, over fed, toxic, fast 

lifestyles steal electrons, antioxidants give them back and restore the harmonious balance. Why 

is this such a big deal? 

Well, electrons like being in pairs so when one gets stolen, that imbalanced molecule -called a 

free radical - voracious attacks and damage other components of our cells-- leading to a cascade 

of oxidation - think AGING. This internal attacking of our cells can result in the body trying to slow 

down through depressive symptoms so it can rest, rebalance, and restore. 

Free radicals are created in a few ways. Some are created as a natural byproduct of reactions in 

our cells like metabolizing food. Other sources of free radicals include cigarette smoke, air 

pollution, and exposure to UV light or radiation. And once free radicals are formed, they can 

make more free radicals by scavenging electrons from other molecules, creating a domino effect. 

This electron stealing domino effect is stopped thanks to antioxidants. 

Antioxidants come in several forms, including the vitamins A, C, and E; plant-derived polyphenols, 

found in colorful fruits and vegetables; and also the element selenium, found in nuts and broccoli. 

What these compounds share is the ability to neutralize these harmful electron imbalanced 

molecules in our cells. 

 

6. Sleep 

Lack of sleep plays a role too as the receptors aren't able to restore and the toxins are swept out 

of the brain by the cleanup crews before the oxidizing inflammatory start of the next day’s to do 

list.  

Our culture of comparison keeps us manically moving along doing more than we were designed 

and depleting ourselves as a result. This gets magnified if we already have a history of genetic 

pronation to depression, a history of trauma and stress that has formed our brain pathways or 

how we see worth attached to being ‘in action’. If we don’t believe we are allowed to rest because 

we are “always behind” in our pursuit to be good enough, we won’t rest. 

"Some people who suffer from severe depression report that the first sign of an oncoming attack 

is that they no longer sleep well. By attending immediately to their irregular sleep, they can 

sometimes prevent the attack from arriving." - Chopra, Super Genes 

We are tired, depleted, and toxic. And our Happiness is suffering because of it. Anti-depression 

sleep is a regular 7-9 hours in bed before 10:30pm. Our circadian rhythm and our clock genes” 

http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/antioxidant-formula-60-vcaps-ant21/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/antioxidant-formula-60-vcaps-ant21/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/antioxidant-formula-60-vcaps-ant21/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
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revolve around the sun. We are designed to rise with the sun and all of this fake light from gadgets 

and lamps have thrown us off. “Every hour before midnight counts as 2” - Dr. Sara Gottfried, The 

Hormone Cure 

 

1. Lack of clear purpose 

Without a definable “why”, it can be pretty tough to know where to go, what to prioritize, and 

what to attach meaning and effort to. Energy gets scattered and the sense of chasing your own 

tail can make life heavy, overwhelming, and seemingly futile. 

This often gets compounded if the people that were supposed to help you develop an identity 

and purpose, fell asleep on the job -- or were just plain scared assholes. We’ll send them some 

love and forgiveness and reach inside to tap into our sacred contract for why we’re here on this 

planet this go round. More on this later. 

 

2. Lack of winnable goals 

Maybe you did have a purpose laid out and a cultural identity you could get behind and create 

goals for. Depression can kick in if those goals aren’t winnable. Perhaps this is due to a rigged 

system. A moving finish line that only moves after you’ve accomplished the task prescribed just 

when you’re ready to receive the dopamine reward. 

Like the shocked dog study that showed “learned helplessness” resulting from one’s actions 

being futile in achieving a desired result, people that don’t feel effective or powerful in shaping 

their destiny can fall in the rut of not caring. It’s a coping mechanism from limited perspective. 

Everything they have tried leads to the same frustrated toiling, so they stop feeling the desire to 

try. 

If this sounds like you, it’s time to look at who in your early life may have had a subconscious 

drive to keep you from succeeding, from passing them, from thriving. Where in your life was 

there glass ceiling, a color wall, or mixed messages? Once that’s established, we look at creating 

small winnable games to build back the ‘give a fuck’ muscle.  

Examples include: timing our teeth brushing, getting a certain number of steps in, planning out 

our day with small healthy achievements. The key is small and winnable. People that were raised 
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in this environment often create huge to-do lists of monstrous feats they must finish to be 

lovable. This only reinforces the idea that they will never get there, the game isn’t winnable, so 

why try.  

Celebrate that you’ve made it this far and have continued to try. Clearly you are one of the strong 

ones. Harsher training battleground and you are still here. Bravo. Let’s dust you off, hand you 

back your sword, and pick small goals that are in alignment with what YOU want to experience, 

create, or achieve in the short term. This one is about permission and then reward. 

 

3. Early trauma and stress setting up brain pathways 

Early trauma is tricky because it happened during developmental years. If you think any thought 

enough times, those synapse will strengthen and the likelihood of that thought happening again 

increases. The science joke is “synapses that fire together, wire together.”  

When overly cautious, frightened, scanning-for-threats thoughts start firing during 

developmental years, the brain can develop into a worried, scared, PTSD reactionary brain. And 

those of us that live in those heads, know how scary a place it can be. Trying to cope with 

everyday stressors when our brain is constantly freaking out is more than most people 

understand. 

When we are constantly uncomfortable in our own skin without clear direction on how to rewire 

or heal past wounds, it can get really tempting to escape to drugs, soothing foods, and chaotic 

cycles that release soothing chemicals after the whole abuse cycle plays out.  

With the right tools, we start talking back to our brain, soothing it, and assuring it that the past 

is not our present and that we are safe. Hear is where meditation, new value system reminder 

mantras, deep soothing breathing, and self love come in to wrangle the elephant mind we are 

trying to ride.  

Where to start: 

1. Get sleep, water, & nutrients in place 

2. CONFRONT OLD BELIEFS & start to heal & love yourself. 

 Understanding others limitations can equal forgiveness, freedom, & power. 

Confronting the past to release it. 

 Identifying which of the 5 wounds you carry most dominant. 

 Heal your Wounds Book 
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3. Knowing your Enneagram & Myers Brigg to know how you orient  

with and perceive the world- lends itself to compassion for yourself and others. Different is 

beautiful and it's important to understand how our differences shape our experiences. 

 

4. Cognitive behavioral therapy reframing tools 

 Naming the voice in your head and learning to talk back 

 Knowing the distortion happening in your brain - the bad, judgmental,  

 Inaccurate, and overly general habit your brain has gotten used to filtering reality through 

 

We can story tell / reframe/ process any event good or bad effectively painting our lives as 

positive or negative. It may feel like lying to ourselves initially, but practicing finding the various 

positive aspects of a situation is a powerful suggestive force on the brain. 

 

Naming the lie the mean voice is telling us and talking back to it: 

1. Overgeneralization - always, never all, every, no one, everybody. It’s used to close the 

door of possibility, block access to change and growth- negative naysayer- hopeless 

2. Filtering - Blind Spot that hide evidence of my self-worth, only seeing negative qualities 

of me. "The negative things about me that I focus on become the motifs of my life" I focus 

on them and lose the bigger picture. 

3. Polarized Thinking - Black and White thinking. Because no one can be perfect, they always 

end up bad, so the first mistake, and I'm all bad (my fear of unraveling and not being able 

to pull off perfect). Listen for either/or 'there is only 1 right way to live' 

4. *Personalization - thinking everything is about me and taking it personally. Narcissistic 

and power stealing as I have little power or control over many events. Being under 

pressure, under siege, and under observation by everyone. Makes reactions 

inappropriate. Notice when I am comparing myself negatively to others and coming up 

short. 
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5. *Control Fallacies - victim mentality. Learned helplessness, resentful hopelessness, and 

numbing depression. Everyone else had power or control or you struggle with keeping 

control over every aspect of a situation. 

6. *Emotional Reasoning - chaotic world governed by changeable feelings instead of 

rational laws. 'you are what you feel' which is constantly changing so scary and 

unpredictable.  

7. *Self-blame: making everything your fault  

8. *Mind reading: thinking everyone in the universe thinks just like you 

 

 

COLUMN TECHNIQUE (for disputing cognitive distortions)  

Self-Statement: “I am worth less” 

Distortion Defined: Over Generalization, Black & White 

Rebuttal: “I do too much to have zero worth in any category. This thought is absurd and stopping 

me from doing what I can do.” 

 

These Self Esteem Boosting Cognitive Behavioral Therapy tools help us to talk back to a brain that 

was mis-wired during early development. Keeping a journal is helpful so you can see patterns 

your brain likes to go to that aren’t serving you. It eventually becomes laughably predictable like 

a child screaming as the icecream truck passes. You expect it and it means nothing when it 

happens. 

 

4. Comparison Culture leading to low confidence 

Looking at our stress levels, social media expectation, and cultural "sleep when you're dead" 

messaging is a big problem for our happiness. We are now comparing ourselves to the most 

photoshopped features of the prettiest most overproduced people on the planet. It’s hard to be 

the biggest fish on the pond when the pond just became the global ocean. 
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. We see this at every level. Let’s look at our wonderful moms. Being a mom of 2 that works, 

volunteers, and is supposed to look like a supermodel on no sleep is not realistic. Giving her 

poisonous sugary crap to cope is criminal. Having a global culture of comparison of photoshopped 

surgery enhanced images is a recipe for her unhappiness. 

How could we not be depressed in this unwinnable game? Negative thoughts release a cascade 

of bad chemical reactions that overtime build strong neural pathways in our brain that we don’t 

want to be strengthening. Let’s turn the tv and computer off sometimes and see if we don’t feel 

better. 

 

5. Positive Thinking, Emotional Healing & Acceptance: 

Healing & the brain's power- The brain is wildly powerful. We can use our thoughts to keep our 

body healthy and stay resilient against toxins we encounter. "Everything you want to be, every 

achievement you want to reach, every value you want to uphold must pass through your brain 

and your genes in order to become real." - 301 We can learn to communicate with our genes 

through directing our thoughts and focusing on what we want. Repetition is everything so default 

reactions to experiences reinforce your desired reality. Genes operate with messaging constantly 

traveling back and forth on a multi lane highway, with messages coming from all directions. 

We have the choice to activate the life supporting side of DNA. Science has shown the "choose 

to fight' cells are extremely resilient. if you choose to fight for your life and your health, those 

cells will step up to support you in winning the battle. "Cells are very resilient, and they make 

choices all the time. Over millions of years of evolution, one choice stands out. Cells choose to 

fight back against any threat to their survival".  

DNA knows how to regulate and repair itself so exposure to toxic food or chemicals can be 

reversed. We get into trouble when enough exposure to the toxin gets by our resilient cells 

defenses, occasionally damaging it in a specific way and the cell forgets how to divide normally, 

becoming cancerous. Many factors are at work in how a cell heals but the important part is how 

strong our cells are and how many lifestyle and emotional choices we have before this happens. 

"the challenge is to make choices that activate the life supporting side of DNA." Choose life. 

Choose health. Choose happiness. You deserve it and we need you shining brightly contributing 

in the way only you can. 

Exposure and time matters. "The latest research into a wide range of disorders, including heart 

disease, autism, schizophrenia, obesity, and Alzheimer's suggests that there are indicators for 

each disease that extend back decades in a person's life, even to early infancy." It can be tricky 
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to respond to a chronic disease that started based on lifestyle choices years before the first 

symptom pops up. Which is why it's so great that you are here. You will be among the few that 

switches the good genes on and enjoys freedom from trapped fat and the ills of feeling diseased. 

Starting the healing process of forgiveness, acceptance, and turning to loving thoughts help 

repair years of repeated damage to any abuses you were exposed to. When I'm trying to make 

sense of all the chaos of my early years, I like to think of the early trauma as important training 

for the responsibility I was going to take on. Tough situations arming me with the tools I wanted 

in this lifetime to make a real difference. I must have thought myself strong enough to handle 

intense training so that I could make a real difference in people's lives. Without all of that early 

tough stuff and the depression and body issues that followed, I wouldn't have been motivated to 

research a solution that I can share with you. When I frame it this way, it has meaning and 

importance and moves me out of a victim mindset defeated by the injustice. Instead, this framing 

moves me into an uplifted state of resourcefulness and power. Yes please! 

 

“I was strong enough to learn from those early experiences and have the 

power to heal the residual damage from chronic stress”. 

 

Gems from positive psychology: 

 Good news - while traumatic early experiences do leave lasting impressions, 

neuroplasticity, the ability to regrow your brain's pathways is real! You CAN teach an old 

dog new tricks. We can think our way to a better future. 

 While around 60% of our happiness appears to be set, 40% is based on the choices we 

make. As more research is being uncovered around how our environment and choices 

imprint on our genetic code, it may even be higher!  

UC Riverside professor and happiness researcher Dr. Sonja Lyubomirsky wrote a fantastic book 

The How of Happiness that breaks down the 12 best things we can do within that 40% activity 

window. A quote from her book, “*Studies show that 50% of individual differences in happiness 

are determined by genes, 10% by life circumstances, and 40% by our intentional activities. 

These include: Nurturing Relationships, expressing gratitude, cultivating optimism, ditching social 

comparisons, practicing kindness, coping strategies, learning to forgive, savoring and focusing on 

joyful moments, increasing flow moments, committing to your goals, practicing spirituality, and 

taking good care of your body. 
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Our emotional state benefit when improve our emotional awareness and self-love: 

 We improve our impulse control taking us off the guilt / shame cycle after poor choices. 

We assess which choices leave us feeling good, decide we deserve to feel good, and start 

creating minimums in our life that fit this image. The "just this once" confidence 

shattering justifications lose their appeal as we tie action and consequence accepting the 

best of our lives. 

 We get better with delayed gratification and set longer term, more meaningful goals. This 

allows us to think bigger and connect to our higher purpose 

 We improve our ability to empathize, connect with, and heal others. We become a 

powerful agent of good in the world being easier on others as well as ourselves. 

 We become more aware of our own emotions allowing us to identify when we've been 

triggered and seek to understand and stop the cascade of bad chemicals before we react 

and harm our prized relationships. 

 We start to like ourselves more. In understanding our own emotional state, we begin to 

accept ourselves just as we are recognizing how much good we have to offer and how ok 

our perceived flaws really are. Perhaps they make us more relatable, or allow us areas to 

explore and grow, our differences become beautiful and we have permission to accept 

and enjoy. 

 We choose better partners, friends, and lovers. After identifying what we need, we can 

take into account our limitations and faulty criteria from poor early examples and 

consciously choose better even if it doesn't feel as good to our previously chaos drawn 

subconscious. 

 

Here are a few life truths that will bring peace to a triggered nervous system used to chronic 

stress. A gift from spiritual teacher and Dr, Deepak Chopra looks at cellular needs and how their 

cooperation and natural needs can be tied directly to successful lessons on how to live our own 

lives. "Cellular 'intelligence' is the cell's natural ability to adapt, respond, and make the right 

choices at every moment not only for itself, but in service to every other cell, tissue, and organ 

in the body. 
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Deepak Chopra's 8 healing emotional truths and life lessons we can learn from our cells: 

1. Have a higher purpose that goes beyond you. Cells work together to make the incredible 

body work. A selfish rogue cell is a cancerous cell. We are designed to have a larger focus 

that inspires us and feels part of our journey. 

2. Value intimacy and communion. Cells communicate, bond, and work together. Your 

happiness is designed to require other people, time in nature, and a close relationship to 

a higher source. 

3. Keep yourself open to change. Relish your creativity. You are powerful. Fluidity and 

innovation keeps the body and brain fresh, growing, and inspired. Cells change on a dime 

to keep the homeostatic balance and you too are designed with that resilience and easy 

of flowing. A stem cell can become any cell in the body depending on where it's needed 

most. 

4. Nurture an acceptance of others releasing judgment and separation from your future 

friends. We are in this together. We need each other and we're far more similar than we 

are different. Smiles are contagious. We affect each other's emotions. 

5. Embrace the reality that you are safe and nurtured. This can be especially hard for those 

with rocking unstable beginnings. The natural rhythms and patterns of the universe aren't 

forgetting about you. Practice faith and feeling safe. 

6. Choose to flow. You're not alone and do not need to control. Let the flow of life bring you 

what you need. Cells are efficient. they know that safeguards are in place to ensure they 

get what they need. They do not store tons of fuel, oxygen, or resources. they know the 

system is in place to support them. The same is true for you. 

7. Enjoy a sense of bonding with source, the immortality of life itself. Science and 

spirituality are finding there are realms and energetic fields beyond what we can currently 

see. Tap into them to access calm, assured sense of oneness and good. Perhaps one day 

with advances like the microscope, we'll be able to see things like gravity and magnetic 

pull. 

8. Be generous. Commit to giving. Giving is how universal abundance can exist and how 

cellular cooperation leads to system success. You are a part of the flow and there is plenty. 

Be an agent of abundance and gift others the kinds of experiences you are attracting. 
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6. Value Clarifying, Purpose Defining, Goal Setting 

Do the scary thing 

a. Noticing if we are avoiding 

 Going to the fridge, checking email & social media a bit too often? 

 Suddenly more drawn to cleaning the house or doing a creative 

 Project or a charitable action for a friend? 

 

b. Assessing if we really want / need to do the thing in the first place 

 Is it our value really? 

 What would it mean to finish? what would it mean to fail? 

 To whom? where did that value come from? Is it still serving you? 

 

c. Writing down the WHY so we can plug back into motivation 

 Once we know which value we are servicing, we'll know where it fits on our priority list, 

why we're using energy / resources to tackle it, and why we're saying no to other less 

important even if more exciting things. 

 

d. Making a plan & baby steps 

 Write down the individual pieces that need to get done at some point 

  Avoid the rabbit hole of the ramifications of not doing- just write all the parts down that 

need to get done by someone at some point. 

 Schedule in the first 2 steps 

 Outsourcing is an option- look at which parts can be done by others 
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e. keeping it quiet to avoid external pressure & sabotage with early praise & no future intrinsic 

reward.  

 If we get credit before it's done, it's hard to motivate finishing it. Often when we over 

stimulate to compensate for low dopamine receptors or a need to run from the dark 

corners of our mind through constant activities, we find ourselves with a version of ADHD 

and chronic fatigue that makes following through quite difficult. 

 Deciding on and embracing your power and purpose 

 

1. Benefits of exercise 

a. endorphin effect 

 feel good juice reduces cravings for toxic quick fix snacks 

 literal happy juice 

 more effective than Antidepressants in multiple studies 

   

b. sweat detox & lymphatic movement of toxins 

 exercise helps lymph system move out toxins 

 eases detox burden on the liver which eases anger and aggression 

 uses skin as detox mechanism through sweat 

 moves nutrient rich blood through body to nourish and cleanse cells 

 removing waste 

   

c. focus on the present 

 good pain keeps us focused on the moment away from the maddening what ifs of the 

mind. 

http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/liver-g-i-detox-60-vcaps-liv33/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
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 gets us back in our body, shifts perspective and builds gratitude 

  deepens our breath, increasing oxygen in the blood 

 

d. Momentum effect & proud confident self image 

 showing up for ourselves feels good 

 momentum breeds momentum- rule of physics 

 increases hope, positive future vision, and breeds faith in ourselves that we will show up 

again and can rely on ourselves to find solutions. 

 empowering: Gives us back our power. Action = boost 

 

e. Neuroplasticity: growing new brain cells and connecting new neural pathways through exercise 

and chosen thoughts / studying right after 

 exercise, especially running builds new brain cells. If those aren't used and strengthened 

right after, they'll atrophy and get metabolized. But if used with positive info and 

thoughts, exercise literally reprograms your brain. 

 

2. Posture, Body Position And Mood 

The brain responds to the body and the body responds to the brain. When we stand up tall and 

proud, shoulders back and chest popped, we release chemicals that the brain associates with 

that stance. Squats have been said to help mood due to the nerve endings near the sacrum. I feel 

that there is a connection to how much and long we sit and how sad our natural state is. We end 

up needing external stimulation because our movement and posture aren’t creating the 

chemicals of natural internal feel good. 
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3. Wheel of Depression: Quick Guide 

 

 

4. Happy Mood SUPPLEMENT STORE: 

NeuroThera: Focus, Motivation, Adrenal Healing, Antioxidants, Memory, Clear Thinking 

Acetyl-L-Carnitine 500 mg , Glutamine 250 mg, L-Pyroglutamic acid 100 mg, L-Tyrosine 250 mg, 

DMAE 100 mg, Ashwagandha 100 mg, Blueberry 100 mg, Ginkgo 80 mg, Eleuthero 100 mg, 

Vinpocetine 15 mg, Glycerophosphocholine (GPC) 250 mg, Phosphatidylserine** 50 mg, **Sharp-

PS® GREEN brand 

 

NeuroCalm: Calm Happy 

Vitamin B-6 2.5mg, Vitamin B-12 1000mcg (as Methylcobalamin), Magnesium 75mg, Inositol 

400mg, Taurine 300mg, German Chamomile 200mg, GABA gamma-Aminobutyric acid 100mg, L-

Theanine 100mg, 5-HTP 50mg, Phosphatidylserine 50mg 

http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/prothera/neurothera-60-tabs-p11007/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/designs-for-health/neurocalm-60-vcaps-d02869/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
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Cognitive Aminos: Feel good Brain Chemical Builders * Calm, Happy, Focus 

Dl-phenylalanine 250 mg, Taurine 250 mg, L-tyrosine 250 mg, Acetyl-L-Carnitine 250 mg, vitamin 

C (as ascorbyl palmitate) 10 mg 

 

Probiotics: Balanced belly bacteria * Happy Gut, Happy Mood 

Probiotic Blend (25+ billion CFUs) 179 mg Lactobacillus rhamnosus 6.0+ billion CFUs 

Bifidobacterium bifidum 5.0+ billion CFUs 

Lactobacillus acidophilus 3.0+ billion CFUs Lactobacillus casei 2.5+ billion CFUs Lactobacillus 

plantarum 2.0+ billion CFUs 

Lactobacillus salivarius 2.0+ billion CFUs Bifidobacterium longum 1.0+ billion CFUs* 

Streptococcus thermophilus 1.0+ billion CFUs 

Lactobacillus bulgaricus 1.0+ billion CFUs Lactobacillus paracasei 0.5+ billion CFUs 

Bifidobacterium lactis 0.5+ billion CFUs 

Bifidobacterium breve 0.5+ billion CFUs, Inulin base derived from chicory root, InTactic® 

proprietary polysaccharide complex, and L-leucine. 

http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/cognitive-aminos-120-vcaps-cogn6/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/klaire-labs/ther-biotic-complete-60-vegcap-ther4/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
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Antioxidants: Oxidation & free radical reversing, Anti Aging, Feel Better, Detoxer * Vitamins, 

Minerals, Liver Detox Herb, & Master Antioxidant Glutathione builder NaC 

Vitamin A (as beta carotene) 10,000 iu, Vitamin E 100 iu, Riboflavin (vitamin B2) 25 mg, Zinc 5 

mg, Selenium 100 mcg, N-acetyl-l-cysteine (NAC) (free-form) 100 mg, Milk thistle 100 mg, Mixed 

carotenoids (from lutein, lycopene and zeaxanthin) 500 mcg  

 

D3: Mood, Energy, Immune System, Thyroid, Heart Health super hormone Vitamin D 

90 capsules of 2000 IU D3 

 

Liver Detox: Anger & Toxin reducer * Antioxidants, Amino Acids, Nutrient  

Vitamin C (ascorbyl palmitate) 20 mg, Alpha lipoic acid 100 mg, N-acetyl-l-cysteine 100 mg, 

Turmeric 100 mg, Milk Thistle 125 mg 

Broccoli (Brassica oleracea italica) 100 mg, Sprout concentrate (whole plant), Artichoke leaf 

extract 125 mg, Taurine 250 mg , Glycine 250 mg, L-glutamine 250 mg, L-methionine 100 mg, 

Chlorella pyrenoidosa (cracked cell wall) 200 mg 

 

Omega 3: Mood lifter, Youthful, brain sharpener, body balancer, good fatty acid 

Total Omega-3s 1280 mg from purified deep sea fish oil (from anchovies and sardines) 

EPA (Eicosapentaenoic Acid) 650 mg DHA (Docosahexaenoic Acid) 450 mg Other Omega-3s 180 

mg, Oleic Acid (Omega-9) 56 mg,  

http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/antioxidant-formula-60-vcaps-ant21/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/vital-nutrients/vitamin-d3-2000-iu-90-vcaps-dvit5/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/liver-g-i-detox-60-vcaps-liv33/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/liver-g-i-detox-60-vcaps-liv33/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/nordic-naturals/proomega-1000-mg-lemon-60-softgels-prl60/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/nordic-naturals/proomega-1000-mg-lemon-60-softgels-prl60/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
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Detailed ToolBox 

1. Detox 

 Liver Cleanse 

 Ditch the plastics, pesticides, and poisonous people 

 Cleansing greens 

 Sweat, hydrate, flush 

 Less tech (EMF poisoning & cultural comparison perspective poisoning) 

2. Nutrition 

 heal leaky gut 

 IV- straight to the blood stream vitamin therapy 

 Vitamins & Minerals- Greens, Bs, Cs, Ds, Omega3s, fiber, zinc & selenium 

 Herbs: Saffron, St. John's wort 

 

3. Lowering Stress / Inflammation 

 more B vitamins 

 Stress lowering herbs: ashwagandha, bromelain, magnolia, rhodiola 

 Breathwork & Oxygen therapy 

 Bodywork: relaxing massage, acupuncture, acupressure, epsom salt float therapy, sound 

therapy meditation, long walks listening to inspiration or calming music 

  Stop the chaos: ditch aggravating toxins, sugar, alcohol, and angry dramatic people 

  Stop the stimulation 

  

http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/liver-g-i-detox-60-vcaps-liv33/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/prothera/neurothera-60-tabs-p11007/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/b-complex-plus-60-vcaps-bco16/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/vital-nutrients/vitamin-d3-2000-iu-90-vcaps-dvit5/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/nordic-naturals/proomega-1000-mg-lemon-60-softgels-prl60/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/antioxidant-formula-60-vcaps-ant21/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/cortisol-calm-60-vcaps-cor6/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
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4. Exercise 

 endorphin effect 

 sweat detox & lymphatic movement of toxins 

 focus on the present 

 Momentum effect & proud confident self-image 

 

5. Do the scary thing & don't tell anyone 

 Noticing if we are avoiding 

 Assessing if we really want / need to do the thing in the first place 

 -is it our value really? 

 -what would it mean to finish? what would it mean to fail? to whom? where did that 

value come from? Is it still serving you? 

 writing down the WHY so we can plug back into motivation 

 Making a plan & baby steps 

 keeping it quiet to avoid external pressure & sabotage 

 

6. Hug a friend, express gratitude for them 

 Uplift both you and them 

 Benefits of connection 

 oxytocin 
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THE PHYSICAL 

1. Detox  

a. 2 part Liver Cleanse  

release the toxins through clean eating and then convert them to water soluble form to be peed, 

pooped, and sweat out. Release without conversion just recirculates them to wreak havoc on 

your system again. 

 

Clean Eating: 

 only good fats Omega 3s from wild fish, walnuts, and avocados (nothing fried or filled with 

yucky bad Omega^s and trans fats) 

 Turmeric: active bioflavonoid curcumin protect liver, promote bile flow from gallbladder 

to digest fats, and is a powerful anti-inflammatory 

 

Beets & Greens: 

 Beets have betaine helping liver cells clear toxins while protecting them from damage. 

 Greens like cilantro, parsley, bitter greens dandelion/arugula/mustard greens support our 

liver 

 Chlorophyll- clears heavy metals. Found in chlorella, spirulina, leafy greens, seaweed, & 

matcha green tea. 

 Cruciferous Veggies- (broccoli, brussel sprouts, cauliflower, bok choy, cabbage (which also 

has sulfur)) removes excess estrogen 

 B vitamins help the liver detox out chemical heavy metals, histamines, and bacteria 

 Add Lemon & Lemon Zest (peel)- phytonutrient d-limonene supports liver detox enzymes 

  

http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/liver-g-i-detox-60-vcaps-liv33/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/nordic-naturals/proomega-1000-mg-lemon-60-softgels-prl60/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://www.gethealthysexyhappy.com/movefuelrest/2014/8/26/lets-hear-it-for-the-bs-lets-give-the-bs-a-chance?rq=B%20vitamins
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/liver-g-i-detox-60-vcaps-liv33/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
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The right protein: 

 grassfed hormone free sources and not too much unless you're very active as protein can 

be burdensome for the liver to process 

 Choline: Eggs & Avocados have this B vitamin derived micronutrient that is important for 

liver metabolism and transport of triglycerides (fat) from the liver.   

 Fasting (No late night Eating)- body needs 10 -12 hours while we  sleep to clean out 

properly. Stop eating by 8:30p and aim for a 10p or earlier bedtime. Cleansing repair 

process autophagy clears cancer cells and rebuilds leaking mitochondria 

 

Converting & Releasing: 

 Metagenics liver detox toxin conversion powder 

 Liver Detoxing Supplements 

 Caster Oil Rub on Liver directly before 20 minute relaxing meditation or chill out 

  

b. Ditch the plastics, pesticides, and poisonous people 

 Pesticides--- Glyphosate: US Wheat, GMO foods 

 Plastics- BPA-- feel good hormone balance disruptor 

  

c. Sweat, hydrate, flush 

 Use the skin to release toxins, flush out through urine & feces elimination, and move 

toxins through the lymph. Exercise, sauna, jacuzzi, and filtered water hydration are all 

great ways to rock 

 Clear your skin- sweat it out, skin brush, avoid clogging mineral oil lotions. Clogged skin 

can't help release toxins. 

 Less tech (EMF poisoning & cultural comparison perspective poisoning - social 

  Media break. Your world is enough, no more false comparisons: i.e. your reality to their 

PR campaign) 

http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/liver-g-i-detox-60-vcaps-liv33/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
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2. Nutrition 

a. heal leaky gut 

 stop toxins (unfiltered water, plastics), alcohol, gluten (wheat protein), 

 connecting compounds: bone broth, L-glutamine, 

 

b. IV- straight to the blood stream vitamin therapy 

 bypass the gut's malabsorption issues and filters and get the good stuff straight into the 

blood. Replenish Vitamin B, C, Magnesium, Zinc, Selenium intravenously 

   

c. Vitamins & Minerals- Greens, Bs, Cs, Ds, Omega 3s, fiber, zinc & selenium 

 

d. Herbs: Saffron, St. John's wort 

 

e. lowering inflammation so you absorb nutrients and digest properly "rest & digest mode" and 

calm undamaged intestinal walls 

 

3. Lowering Stress / Inflammation 

a. more B vitamins 

 feel good vitamins: help amino acids transform to happy brain chemicals 

  1st line of stress buffer defense - get used up quickly  

 

b. Stress lowering herbs: 

 ashwagandha, bromelain (pineapple), magnolia, rhodiola 

  

http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/cortisol-calm-60-vcaps-cor6/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
http://nutrimentrx.com/shop/pure-encapsulation/b-complex-plus-60-vcaps-bco16/?ref=1&campaign=freethefat
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c. Breathwork & Oxygen therapy 

 body is 65% oxygen and we need it to feed cells. Shallow breaths =  panicked and starved 

cells. Keep those deep breaths coming. You deserve it and you need it. 

 Breath through the nose to the base of your belly holding at the top and then emptying 

out smoothly and completely 

 

d. Bodywork: 

Massage: release opiates in the body, relax nervous system, and move toxins trapped in tissue. 

Realign kinetic chain issues in body and relieve body discomfort  

 acupuncture & acupressure- deeply relaxing meditation, opened meridians and chakras 

 epsom salt float therapy, 

 sound therapy meditation, 

 long walks listening to inspiration or calming music 

   

e. ditch aggravating toxins, sugar, alcohol, and angry dramatic people 

 mess with our bodies ability to communicate 

 exhaust our resources 

 increase our stress and harm our digestion / nutrient absorption 

 mess with blood sugar balances 

 clog up our vital liver filter 

 Tools: book: 'Sugar blues,' by William Dufty anything by Dr. Mark Hyman or Dr. Andrea 

Nakayama website: www. EWG.com 

  

http://freethefat.biotrust.com/Shop.asp?p=IC5
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f. Stop the stimulation: 

 Too much stimulation creates a pull-back effect in the brain with less access to happy 

brain chemicals. The body is trying to get us to rest and uses withdrawal, fatigue, and 

depression to get us to rest & detox. 

 Assessing your schedule & ditching the non-essential- if you had stage IV cancer, what 

would get cut that feels "essential" now? 

 Stimulation = complaining / creating drama, watching TV, going out too late, sugar, social 

media, video games. When in doubt, take a 20 min nap. 

  

THE MENTAL / EMOTIONAL 

4. Do the scary thing 

a. Noticing if we are avoiding 

 going to the fridge, checking email & social media a bit too often? 

 Suddenly more drawn to cleaning the house or doing a creative   project or a charitable 

action for a friend? 

 

b. Assessing if we really want / need to do the thing in the first place 

 is it our value really? 

 what would it mean to finish? what would it mean to fail? 

 to whom? where did that value come from? Is it still serving you? 

 

c. writing down the WHY so we can plug back into motivation 

once we know which value we are servicing, we'll know where it fits on our priority list, why we're 

using energy / resources to tackle it, and why we're saying no to other less important even if 

more exciting things. 
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d. Making a plan & baby steps 

 write down the individual pieces that need to get done at some point 

 avoid the rabbit hole of the ramifications of not doing- just write all the parts down that 

need to get done by someone at some point. 

 Schedule in the first 2 steps 

 Outsourcing is an option- look at which parts can be done by others 

 

e. keeping it quiet to avoid external pressure & sabotage with early praise & no future intrinsic 

reward.  

If we get credit before it's done, it's hard to motivate finishing it. Often when we over stimulate 

to compensate for low dopamine receptors or a need to run from the dark corners of our mind 

through constant activities, we find ourselves with a version of ADHD and chronic fatigue that 

makes following through quite difficult. 

 

5. CONFRONT OLD BELIEFS & start to heal & love yourself. 

 Understanding others limitations can equal forgiveness, freedom, & power 

 emotional healing 

 identifying which of the 5 wounds you carry most dominantly 

 Tool: (Heal your Wounds Book) 

 Knowing your Enneagram & Myers Brigg to know how you orient with and perceive the 

world- lends itself to compassion for yourself and others. Different is beautiful but it's 

important to understand how our differences shape our experiences and strengths. 

 cognitive behavioral therapy reframing tools 

 naming the voice in your head and learning to talk back 

 choosing your reality, value system, and committing to rules and minimums that suit you 

that align with that belief system 

 Deciding on and embracing your power and purpose 
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We hope treating one or more of the spokes on this Depression wheel will help you find relief 

and reconnection with your bright, shiny, divine, appreciated, and loved self. The weight gain, 

sadness, loss of energy, despair and hopelessness that infect your functioning perspective are 

keeping a loved, wanted, contributing member away from being their best in society. Thank you 

for being you. You’re not alone and you deserve to feel good. 

 

48 hr. Brain Reboot: 

1. 2 days in a row: 40 minutes of cardio exercise or a 1.5 hour long walk, no sugar besides 

dark chocolate in the afternoon, and a bedtime before 10:30pm that has at least 8.5 hours 

of sleep. Ideally 10-6:30am. 

2. Triple the water, breath deeply, and know this will pass 
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3. Get a massage, hop in a jacuzzi, sweat it out in a moisturizing steam room - your body 

may just need a break and to to be nurtured 

4. *Once we get our sleep, hydration, and momentum flowing, we can address the other 

parts of permission, appropriate nutrition, fitting value systems, gut imbalance, stress 

levels. 

 

It’s ok to take breaks from life. It’s ok to feel tired. It’s ok to not get everything on your to do list 

done. It’s ok to still be figuring it out. It’s ok if it happens. It’s ok if it doesn’t. It’s ok to give yourself 

permission to be ok. There are parts of your wondress impressiveness that your mind isn’t letting 

you see. Trust in the knowing that your presence is important and that it’s ok to break the mold 

and do things your way. Connect to the divine in you, in those around you. Get your diet, 

environment, and sleep patterns cleaned up and eliminate that spoke so you can see if there’s a 

bigger problem brewing below. It’s ok to eat the way your body feels good and dress in styles 

that you feel sexy in. It’s ok to be you at this point in time right now. And it’s ok to change your 

mind and be different tomorrow. You’re not alone. This will pass. Breakthrough not breakdown. 

Rest, release, replenish. 


